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Abstract- Sentiment analysis may be a classification downside wherever the main agenda is to detect the contradiction of 

words so categorize them into complementary/contrary sentiment.. Classifiers used area unit of in the main 2 sorts, 

particularly lexicon-based and machine learning primarily based. the previous embody SentiWordNet and sense 

clarification whereas the latter embody Multinomial Naive Bayes(MNB), supplying Regression(LR), Support Vector 

Machine(SVM) and RNN Classifier. during this paper, existing datasets are used, the primary first from “Sentiment140” 

from university, consisting of one.6 million tweets and therefore the different one previously came from “Crowdflower’s 

knowledge for everybody library”,consisting of 13870 entries, and each datasets area unit already categorized as per the 

feelings expressed in them. Textblob, Sentiwordnet, Naivebayes and SVM Classifier area unit applied on the higher than 

dataset and a conclusion is drawn between the outputs obtained from higher than mentioned sentiment classifiers, 

classifying tweets in line with the sentiment expressed in them, i.e. contrary or complementary. Also, at the side of the 

machine learning approaches, AN ensemble kind of NaiveBayes and SVM has been performed on the datasets and 

compared with the higher than results. additional the higher than trained models will be used for sentiment prediction 

of a brand new knowledge.. 

I.    INTRODUCTION 

Sentiment Analysis which implies to analyze the underlying 

emotions of a given text victimization language process 

(NLP) and alternative techniques to extract a major pattern 

of data and options from a given massive corpus of text. It 

analyses the sentiment and angle of the author towards the 

subject of the topic mentioned within the text. This text is a 

neighborhood of any document, post on social media or 

from any info supply. Sentiments is classified as objective 

or subjective, contrary or complementary or balance. This 

classification is either lexicon-based or machine learning 

based mostly. Lexicon based classification makes use of 

already existing wordbook that has pre-assigned scores to 

every word and people scores square measure accustomed 

calculate the general sentiment expressed within the 

sentence whereas in machine learning based classification, 

a model is trained victimization some CC algorithmic rule 

victimization some labeled knowledge and so use a model 

to detect a genre for a brand new text. Twitter is now-a-days 

simply one in every of the foremost well-liked 

microblogging platforms and immeasurable users 

categorical their views in public on Twitter creating it an 

upscale supply of data on public opinions and so, useful in 

sentiment analysis on any topic. during this paper, lexicon 

and ML based mostly approaches are utilized to unravel the 

sentiments of tweets. Textblob, SentiWordNet and signified 

illumination square measure giving the proper meaning of a 

word in an exceedingly given context for Lexicon-based 

Sentiment analysis whereas amidst the machine-learning 

based mostly algorithms NaiveBayes and SVM Classifier 

are used. during this paper, a conclusion has been bestowed 

in terms of precision in detecting the sentiment of the tweet. 

associate degree ensemble approach has additionally been 

enforced on the datasets that involve majority choice of 

NaiveBayes and SVM and also the results are being 

compared with the remnants of the approaches.. 

II.   AIMS AND OBJECTIVE 

a) Aim 

Text classification is the computerized process of studying 

text data and separating it into sentiments contrary, 

complementary, or balance. Using tools to analyze opinions 

in Twitter data can help companies understand how people 

are talking about their brand 

b) Objective 

The agenda of such a sentiment analysis is to find how the 

audience perceives the twitter. The Twitter information 

that's collected are going to be classified into 2 classes: 

contrary or complementary. An analysis can then be 

performed on the classified information to analyze what 

share of the audience sample falls into every class. 
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III.   LITERATURE SURVEY 

Paper 1: A survey of sentiment analysis techniques 

A survey of sentiment associate degreealysis techniques 

Sentiment analysis is an application of language process. It 

is conjointly called feeling extraction or opinion mining. 

this is often a awfully well-liked field of analysis in text 

mining. the fundamental plan is to search out the polarity of 

the text and classify it into contrary, complementary or 

balance. It helps in human deciding. To perform sentiment 

analysis, one needs to perform numerous tasks like 

subjectivity detection, sentiment classification, facet term 

extraction, feature extraction etc 

Paper 2: Machine Learning-Based Sentiment Analysis 

For Twitter Accounts 

Machine Learning-Based Sentiment Analysis For Twitter 

Accounts The wide unfold of World Wide net has brought 

a replacement means of expressing the feelings of people. 

it's conjointly a medium with a large quantity of data 

wherever users will read the opinion of alternative users that 

square measure classified into completely different 

sentiment categories and square measure progressively 

growing as a key think about deciding.  

This paper contributes to the sentiment analysis for 

customers' review classification that is useful to investigate 

the knowledge within the style of the amount of tweets 

wherever opinions square measure extremely unstructured 

and square measure either contrary or complementary, or 

somewhere in between of those 2. For this we have a 

tendency to 1st pre-processed the dataset, at the moment 

extracted the adjective from the dataset that have some 

which means that is termed feature vector, then designated 

the feature vector list and thenceforth applied machine 

learning primarily based classification algorithms namely: 

Naive mathematician, most entropy and SVM beside the 

linguistics Orientation primarily based WordNet that 

extracts synonyms and similarity for the content feature. 

Finally we measured the performance of classifier in terms 

of recall, exactness and accuracy 

Paper 3: Text Based Sentiment Analysis 

Text based mostly Sentiment Analysis one in every of the 

foremost necessary elements of running business with 

success is analyzing customer's opinion and sentiments[1].  

In this paper, the paragraph of sentences given by the client 

is accepted and when extracting every and each word, 

they're checked with the hold on (database has been 

maintained here) elements of speech, articles and 

complementary words. when checking against the 

information, CFG is employed to validate correct formation 

of the sentences. every sentences square measure delimited 

by `.' or `?' or `!'. Emotions[2] square measure detected as - 

contrary, complementary or balance sentence. There square 

measure three kinds of cases-1.  

If the paragraph contains a lot of contrary sentences than 

complementary, then overall result are contrary. 2. If the 

quantity of complementary sentence is larger than contrary 

sentence, then the general result's complementary. 3. If 

there square measure same numbers of contrary and 

complementary sentences within the input paragraph, then 

the result's balance and if a sentence has been entered that's 

a traditional statement neither contrary nor complementary, 

which will be additionally thought of as balance. 

IV.   EXISTING SYSTEM 

Sentiment analysis could be a classification downside 

wherever the main agenda is to detect the contradiction of 

words so categorize them into complementary/contrary 

sentiment.Classifiers used area unit of primarily 2 sorts, 

particularly lexicon-based and machine learning primarily 

based. the previous SentiWordNet and signified 

illumination whereas the latter embrace Multinomial Naive 

Bayes(MNB), supply Regression(LR), Support Vector 

Machine(SVM) and RNN Classifier..   

 

 

V.   COMPARTIVE STUDY 

SR 

NO. 
PAPER TITLE 

AUTHOR 

NAME 
METHOD ADVANTAGE DISADVANTAGE 

1. 

A survey of 

sentiment analysis 

techniques 

Harpreet 

kaur, Veenu 

Mangat, 

Nidhi 

The fundamental plan is to search 

out the polarity of the text and 

classify it into contrary, 

complementary or balance, 

Natural Language Processing 

It decides whether the signature is 

forged or not,and it allow the 

signature verification persons to take 

part in the deciding process. 

Time Consuming 

2. 

Machine Learning-

Based Sentiment 

Analysis For Twitter 

Accounts 

Geetika Gautam, 

Divakar yadav 
Machine Learning 

Good Approach 

Explained 

Difficult to 

understand 

3. 
Text Based 

Sentiment Analysis 

Biswarup nandi, 

Mausumi ghanti 

 

Emotion based method 

Good Approach 

Explained 

Time 

Consuming 

Table 1: Comparative study table. 
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VI.   PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Among the varied machine learning algorithms that are 

used for sentiment analysis Naive Thomas Bayes, SVM and 

MaxEnt have shown promising leads to movie review 

classification and later in recent Twitter sentiment analysis 

research. Antecedently there was an issue to find contrary 

and complementary knowledge on twitter, owing to 

complementary word some tiny and huge issues used to 

occur whether it's political or spiritual , some words used to 

hurt sentiments of individuals round the world. 

VII. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Lexicon and machine-learning based approaches are used to 

reveal the prevailing sentiments of tweets. Textblob, 

SentiWordNet and a word sense disambiguation are giving 

the right sense of word in a very given the context for 

Lexicon-based Sentiment analysis, whereas, among the 

machine learning based algorithms NaiveBayes and SVM 

Classifier is usedFor predicting the flight delays and to train 

the models, the data assemble by the organization of 

Transportation, U.S. Statistics of all the domestic flights 

taken in 2015 is collected and used. This Model is capable 

of filling the absent values which is crucial for refining data 

for model. Supervised learning technique to gather the 

advantages of having the schedule and real arrival time. 

Algorithms are light computation cost will take We develop 

a system that predicts for a delay in flight departure based 

on certain parameters. 

VIII.   ALGORITHM 

Step 1: Start 

Step 2: Input the existing data set which is already 

categories as per the sentiments.  

Step 3: Naïve Bayes and SVM classifier are applied on 

above database. 

Step 4: Compair both classifier  

Step 5: Classify the tweets according to sentiments  

Step 6: Train the model for sentiment prediction. 

Step 7: End 

IX. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

To identify on-line behaviors that will replicate the 

psychological state of a Twitter user, to established 2 teams 

of activity. Its aim to capture changes in an exceedingly 

Twitter user's engagement with different users. the buddies 

and follower’s options will quantify a personality's 

interaction with their on-line community, like a unforeseen 

decrease in communication.It set to make the lexicon 

directly from a set of tweets. For this purpose, this enforced 

the purpose wise mutual data (PMI) live that highlights the 

dependence between 2 random variables. This live is 

formally outlined as: 𝑃 (𝑤, 𝑐) = log (𝑃 (𝑤, 𝑐) (𝑤)(𝑐)) 

wherever, w could be a word, c could be a category, and 

P(w,c) is that the likelihood that word w happens at school 

c. P(w) is that the frequency of the word across all 

categories and P(c) is that the frequency of sophistication c. 

Given that the activity options that have chosen area unit 

pictured as numericalattributes, it selected the geometer 

distance to live the space of every information from the 

mean of the opposite information points. For a stream of 

unlabelled tweets, X= , wherever xn is that the most up-to-

date tweet within the information stream, the unified 

strangeness measure (USM) is outlined as: 𝑈𝑆𝑀𝑖 (𝑋,) = 

Σ|𝑥𝑖𝑘 − 𝜇 ( ∪ ) | In the second step of the martingale 

framework, it ranks the USM of the new purpose with 

relation to the USM of the antecedently discovered points 

employing a data point. This data point is denoted because 

the because the for every instance xi. Formally, the 𝑝 ̂-value 

of xi for i: 1…n will be calculated as follow: 𝑝 ̂𝑖 (, 𝜃𝑖) = # + 

𝜃𝑖# / 𝑖 To decide whether or not there's AN abrupt 

amendment within the user behavior or not (i.e., reject the 

null hypothesis H0), a family of martingales is outlined 

supported the derived 𝑝 ̂-values. it uses the eight irregular 

martingale outlined as: 𝑀𝑛 (𝜀) = Π (𝜀𝑝 ̂ 𝜀−1) 𝑛 𝑖=1 To reason 

the ultimate score reflective the amount of distress in an 

exceedingly tweet this mixture the four options to induce 

Suicide bar Assistant (SPA) text score. The score is 

calculated victimization the subsequent linear combination: 

[2] 𝑆𝑃𝐴 = 𝑓symptoms + 𝑓swear + 𝑓intensifiers + 𝑓first 

pronouns wherever fsymptoms represents the add of PMI 

immeasurable each word in an exceedingly tweet that seems 

within the symptom parts area unit the frequency of 

symptoms, aggravating adjectives, and therefore the initial 

- person pronouns, severally, in a tweet. Finally, the SPA 

text score is normalized for every tweet by dividing by the 

amount of total words. This helped management for 

extended tweets that may have AN inflated SPA text score 

as a result of a lot of symptom words. 

X. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

Fig.1: System Architecture 

Description: 

1. Open the command prompt. 

2. Install all required packages. 
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3. Start server through command. 

4. Open the web Browser (Run project in browser). 

5. Type the words you want to search about. 

6. The data will be shown in positive, Neutral and 

Negative tweet. 

XI.   ADVANTAGES 

The tweets directly, have to be preprocessed using NLTK 

in an order to convert them to form that can be easily 

utilized for the further analysis.It provides a better result.To 

improve the results little more, majority voting has been 

used as ensemble approach on the  NaiveBayes and SVM 

and are also used for the classification and comparing the 

results. This will help the farmers which crop to be selected 

for their land or the region's. 

XII.   DESIGN DETAILS 

 

Fig 2: Shows Tweet results. 

 

Fig 3: Naive Bayes Algorithm result. 

XIII.   CONCLUSION 

Thus, we have implement the paper “Dr. Priyanka Harjule, 

A. Gurjar, H. Seth, P. Thakur”, “Text Classification on 

Twitter Data” IEEE 2020 and according to the 

implementation various techniques for both lexicon-based 

and machine learning based, have been applied in this 

project and the results are compared. It has been observed 

that for a totally new data/text machine learning-based 

models trained over related data are much more accurate 

than the classification based on standard dictionaries.  

This is because the text that’s being monitored i.e the tweets 

are particularly informal and does not use normal grammar 

statute or spelling and therefore the data here is extremely 

amorphous. The comparison results can be clearly observed 

among various ML algorithms also. As of now, among the 

algorithms used, is observed to have the highest accuracy. 
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